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Discussing the phenomenon of chirality in nature, an introduction into the field of enantioselective
catalysis with transition metal compounds is given, using as an example the hydrogenation of
dehydroamino acids. Future developments of the field are outlined.
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INTRODUCTION

A variety of macroscopic chiral structures can be found in
nature, e.g. snail shells, flowers, and climbers. Usually, they
exhibit a high degree of stereoselectivity. Typically, Fig. 1 shows
a right-handed snail shell and Fig. 2 a left-handed hops helix.

The origin of this stereoselectivity is metabolism which uses
enantiomerically pure compounds, such as L amino acids, D
sugars, and not racemic mixtures. As a consequence, if neces.-
sary,living beings should be treated with optically pure chemi-
cais of the correct configuration and racemic mixtures should
be avoided. Important examples are additives to human food,
suplementation of animal food, drugs, agrochemicals, fra-
grances etc. This list of applications demonstrates the relevance
of optically active compounds for economy. Thus, the synthe-
sis of optically active compounds is a challenging problem for
the chemical and pharmaceutical industry..

Optically active compounds can be prepared by classical reso-
lution, by transformation of optically active compounds from
the chiral pool or by stoichiometric reactions with chiral auxil-
iaries. However, it is more elegant to use optically active cata-
lysts. An optically active catalyst re-enters each 'new catalytic
cycle with its chiral information. This leads to a multiplication
of the chiral information contained in the catalyst. Consequently,
with small amounts of optically active catalysts large amounts

Figure J. A rigl1t-IllIlldi'd .m,,;I slll'II.
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Figure 2. A left-handed hops helix.

of optically active products can be made. Unrivaled enantiose-
lective catalysts are the enzymes, which have developed during
the evolution and which synthesize ali the optically active com-
pounds needed in metabolism of man, animaIs and plants.

At present, chemists use enzymes extensively in water as
well as in organic solvents for the synthesis of optically active
compounds. However, for molecules, which differ from their
natural substrates, usually a drop in reactivity and enantiose-
lectivity is observed. Futhermore, there are many reactions,
which cannot be catalyzed by enzymes, and many reaction
conditions decompose enzymes. In principIe, it should be pos-
sible to replace the natural enzymes by artificial chemicals,
designed to catalyze specific reactions enantioselectively.

The state-of-the-art of chiral transition metal catalysts in
the synthesis of optically active organic compounds is outlined
in the present paper, first by giving an overview on the enan-
tioselective hydrogenation of dehydroamino acids. A discus-
sion will follow, in which directions the field of enantioselec-
tive catalysis will expando Then, an example of an old reaction
type, the Rh-catalyzed hydrosilylation of a prochiral ketone, will
be presented, in which the switch from optically active phos-
phine ligands to optically active nitrogen ligands has been the
main reason for the improved enantioselectivity. Next, a new
reaction type, the homo Diels-Alder reaction of norbornadiene
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with acetylenes will be discussed, for which recently high
enantioselectivities have been achieved. Finally, the stereose-
lective reduction of folic acid to tetrahydrofolic acid and its
conversion to leucovorine will be described to demonstrate how
the new methodology can be used in the synthesis of drugs.

ENANTIOSELECTIVE HYDROGENATION
OF DEHYDROAMINO ACIDS

The hydrogenation of (Z)-a-N-acetamidocinnamic acid gives
N-acetylphenyl-alanine (Fig. 3), which can be hydrolyzed to
phenylalanine, an essential and expensive amino acid. The re-
action of Fig. 3 is catalyzed by Wilkinson-type Rh-catalysts.
Using triphenylphosphine as a ligand, the product is formed as
a racemic mixture. Replacement of the achiral triphenylphos-
phine by an optically active phosphine, renders the catalyst
enantioselective and an optically active product should be
formed. In 1968, the first optically active phosphines used were
so-called Horner-type phosphines, e.g. PMeDPrPh2 and
PMeiprPh3. Optical inductions, however, remained low with
these monodentate phosphines.

A milestone in the development of enantioselective hydro-
genation was the design of the optically active chelate ligand
Diop, prepared from tartaric acid in a series of elementary
organic transformations, outlined at the bottom of Fig. 34.5.In
contrast to the monodentate optically active ligands PMeDPrPh
and PMeiprPh, the bidentate optically active ligand Diop gave
optical inductions of 81% ee in the hydrogenation reaction of
Fig. 3, both when used in isolated catalysts or when used in in
situ catalysts. In this context, an isolated catalyst is a
Wilkinson-type catalyst, e.g. a stable square planar Rh-com-
plex, whereas an in situ catalyst consists of two precursors, the
procatalyst (the metal component) and the cocatalyst (the opti-
cally active ligand).
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Figure 3. Hydrogelllllioll 01 (Z)-a-N-acelamidocillnamic acid c/Ild
synlhesis 01 Diop.

The two components of an in situ hydrogenation catalyst
are [Rh(cod)CI)z and Diop, as shown in Fig. 3. These two
components are air-stable, commercial products, which in so-
lution combine to give the actual catalyst. The advantage of an
in situ catalyst is that no catalyst synthesis is required prior to
the reaction which has to be carried out.

Meanwhile more than 1000 optically active phosphines have
been described in the literature, which have served as ligands
in enantioselective transition metal catalysts. These ligands are
collected in the Handbook of Enantioselective Catalysis with
Transition Metal Compounds. Six well-known examples are
shown in Fig. 4. Some of them are synthesized starting from
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Figure 4. Six oplically lIclive che/ale pllO.fphilles.

optically active compounds of the natural pool. Thus, Diop
derives from tartaric acid, Prophos from lactic acid and BPPM
from hydroxyproline. Others, such as Dipamp, BPPFA and
Binap, have been obtained by chemical synthesis and resolution.
Dipamp and Binap are applied in the industrial production of
L-dopa and (-)-menthol, respectivelyl.

In Fig. 5 the formula of the optically active lirand Norphos
is given, a contribution from the author's group .8.

Figure 5. The oplically lIclive ligllllC/ NO/]llws.

The application of a Norphos-containing Rh-catalyst in the
hydrogenation of (Z)-a-N-acetamidocinnamic acid is shown in
Fig. 6. A 99: I ratio in favor of the natural L-isomer of N-
acetylphenylalanine is obtained with the experimental proce-
dure given at the bottom of Fig. 6. In this procedure the
substrate:catalyst radio is 500: 1. In combination with the insert
in Fig.6 this demonstrates the elegancy of the approach. A large
amount of a substrate is converted into a valuable optically
active product, using only small amounts of the two compo-
nents [Rh(cod)CI)z and Norphos of an in situ catalyst.

The synthesis of natural and unnatural optically active amino
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Figure 6. Hydrogenalion 01 (Z)-a-N-acelamidocinnamic acid with li
Norphos-containing Rh-cata/yst.
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